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Abstract: New standards in archival description provide the ability to leverage
interconnectivity documented in archival materials. However, little research to date examines
the level of documented interconnectivity. This pilot project addresses the issue of examining
this interconnectivity for one community represented in archival collections--American
literary figures. It explores the use of social network analysis to address issues of descriptive
clarity and comprehensiveness. Stanley Milgram’s identification of the “small world” in the
1960s has been further developed within diverse academic disciplines and a rich set of tools
has been developed to explore large- and small-scale research problems. The archival
community has long accepted the “small world” of record creators as well as the dispersion
of materials throughout repositories. The archival community has relied upon anecdotal
evidence to support this assertion. This pilot project explores the opportunities and challenges
to adapting social network analysis to investigate the small world of record creators. Using a
sample network structure, and exploring the variables that need to be considered, social
network analysis is demonstrated to be adaptable in addressing these research problems.
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